Why do I like ScienceDirect?
ScienceDirect, to be honest was the database that had the specified topic of focus that I had in mind. I want to connect business, I want to connect supplier to customers \(\rightarrow\) wholesale \(\rightarrow\) retail and whatever comes in between. To be more specific, the scenario I thrive for is to sit down two parties, mediate a contract with strong foundations (no loopholes, indirect fine print rhetoric, the government is not taking more than they can and both parties profit).

Now why this engine, why this database?
The site mediates updates from every niche in our grand ecosystem in topics of social science, life science and engineering. More directly they cover laws and policies passed internationally that may affect taxes, tariffs, contracts and so on. This article develops into sections and genres of laws updated in all coordinates of the world. Even if it is an increase in the export of Bangladesh, or the increase cost of cotton from Egypt due to political turmoil, Wood export from the Amazon and Brazil has been limited naturally resulting increase of price and weight on shoulders.
If you are ever covering an international case or contract or any business of that nature you need to know the laws and policies of such nations. This database gives you updates on technology, fields of politics and resources, if there is any economic turmoil that may affect transport. For instance, with the portion arrowed above there is an issue of land being grazed in consequence of greed and industry. Cutting down lands that are homes to many spectrums of biology in pursuit of building industries and profit. This will effect for instance microeconomics of the community transitioning to the city as a domino effect. You want to know such things if you are doing business with such nation, if not of much use in the long run it is always beneficial to do your homework.

There is a plethora of articles that have trials between large conglomerates outside the United States and the main reason why I find this engine useful is because it parallels exactly with what I plan on doing in the future, contracts. Large contracts. You might not need it for such reasons but keep in mind the database for when you travel or for any future transactions of such nature.